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About INE
What we do
 Listen to and consult users, clients & stakeholders of
waterway transport in Europe on needs & concerns and
cooperate around topics of common interest.
 Exchange national & regional knowledge & best practice
and mount common projects;
 Discuss EU policies and proactively advocate EU
initiatives and measures which make waterways more
attractive and easier to use;
 Provide access to an extensive network of EU and
national contacts;
 Promote and demonstrate the economic and societal
benefits of waterway transport;

INE celebrates 20 years
Our agenda
Europe’s network of navigable rivers, canals and lakes links
up ports, urban and industrial centres. With more and better
waterway transport, we want to strengthen an effective
alternative for congested transport.
We strongly believe in a multi-modal Europe with waterways
as backbone to make mobility and logistics more sustainable
benefiting European industry, environment and society.
Our policy agenda covers
 A quality network of waterways which is reliable, climate
responsive and well connected;
 Effective digital inland waterway services to facilitate
seamlessand safe mobility & logistics;
 Facilitation of a long-term policy rewarding innovation.

INLAND
NAVIGATION
EUROPE
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INE is a European platform of waterway
authorities and organisations promoting
more transport by water. We bring key
waterway players together to actively
advocate EU initiatives that support
moving more goods and people by water
in EU regions and cities

© Shutterstock | Andrij Vatsyk

20 years
14 countries

17 members

20 years ago, there was no EU inland waterway transport
policy. A couple of enthusiastic Commission officials did their
best on social policy and technical requirements for vessels.
But there was not yet a European vision on how to develop
inland waterway transport into a sustainable and effective
transport mode.
This is exactly what the founding members of Inland
Navigation Europe had in mind in 2000 when starting up
the association and establishing it officially in 2001 with the
support of the European Commission. The first objective
was to integrate inland waterways into the trans-European
networks, in the beginning the two priority projects SeineScheldt and Rhine-Main-Danube, and as a next step the
entire EU network of international waterways.
The second parallel objective was to create a dedicated EU
policy for the development of inland waterway transport
which resulted in the Naiades action programme starting in
2006.
Along the way, we pleaded for a RIS framework directive to
turn the research efforts around river information services
into reality, the harmonised deployment which is still work
in progress. The EU institutions followed us in the need to
increase the co-funding rates of EU programmes for inland
waterway transport to give a boost to investments.
In 2000, INE started as a small group of Austrian, Belgian,
Dutch and French colleagues. Today, the INE family counts
members in 14 countries across Europe with a common
goal to ensure waterways take up their initial trading and
mobility role for the many cities and regions they cross.
Our membership will undoubtedly further expand, just as
challenges will continue to emerge.

Inland waterway transport is not only about larger and
connected navigable waterways. Every navigable waterway
is an asset thanks to the opportunities for multi-functional
and sustainable development. We cherish every starting
initiative to help it grow and unfold. .
The enlarging family of inland waterway authorities and
enabling policy initiatives have led to various projects on
national and cross-border initiatives to design waterway
transport action plans and improve infrastructure in a multifaceted way. From the mission towards more and better
transport by water towards creating value beyond transport.
Today, the work is far from finished but the first foundations
have been laid to further build on.
We see our work as a rewarding and positive process of
European cooperation, learning together from each other’s
mistakes as well as good practices.
We thank everyone who contributed along the way and look
forward to achieving fit-for-future infrastructure together.
We wish you happy reading.
Pim Bonne, President
Karin De Schepper, Director
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Looking back

Decision to
set-up INE and
EC approves
start-up aid

2000

embarking on a new course
freight by water, congestion-free
and in harmony with the landscape

2001

Workshop
waterways of
tomorrow –
towards working
with nature

2003

Formal
establishment
of INE

2004

INE directions
for the future

Framework
directive to
harmonise the
cross-border
deployment of
River Information
Services (RIS)

2005

2005

1st Naiades action
programme, a
specific EU policy
supporting the
development of
waterway transport

Extension of the
‘de minimis’ rule to
inland waterway
transport to
facilitate state aid

2006

Waterways
of tomorrow
Tuesday, 9 December 2003
14:00 • 18:00
European Parliament
ASP Room A 1G2
Brussels

O
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2010
Common
statement
by
IWT sector

2011

2012

Platina Manual on
Good Practices in
Sustainable Waterway
Planning

Integration ‘Good Navigation
Status’ in TEN-T ensures
better performance of existing
infrastructure

2013

Naiades 2 action
programme

Barge-to-Business
conference gathering
users and providers

2010

All EU class ≥ IV waterways
designated as EU core
network infrastructure to
ensure good infrastructure
quality by 2030

2014

2009

Modal shift
publications

2017

INE asks EU to attach
more importance to
quality performance of
infrastructure

Fuel quality directive
introduces low-sulphur
fuel for waterway
vessels as of 2011

2009

Strategic research
agenda for inland
waterway transport
and ports

2019

2008

Rhine-Main-Danube
and Seine-Scheldt
recognised as
priority projects in
TEN-T

2007
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Urban Transport
by water

2020

EU co-financing up
to 50% for waterway
infrastructure works
and RIS in CEF2

INE, a growing family
working with
a common vision

INE presents fit-for-future
infrastructure framework

2021

2020

Poland

Luxembourg

Austria
Netherlands
Sweden
FlandersPortugal
Romania
Wallonia France
Serbia
Italy

Germany

Belgium

INE counts
17 members
from
14 countries

Hungary

Slovakia

Looking forward
Making the Green Deal work with inland waterways
Multimodal
connectivity

Smart
berthing

Multimodal
connectivity

 A life cycle approach and
performance upgrades of the
infrastructure with high service
levels ensure the quality of the
network across borders;
 Reliable navigation conditions
guarantee punctual arrivals and
swift transfers to other modalities;
 Free capacity on waterways relieves
clogged land routes.

Internet
of things

Privacy
& security

Voyage
planning

Automated and
connected to boost
modal shift

Smart
energy

Public
safety
Smart waste
management

Better use of
infrastructure

8
Paperless
transport

Smart
environment

Traffic
management
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Expansion of the existing land infrastructure is challenging and expensive to meet the increasing demand for mobility and
transport. Rivers and canals have been arteries for trade and commerce since centuries, connecting ports with inland centres
of industry and consumption. Investment in the waterway infrastructure and transshipment facilities helps to decrease costly
congestion in and around cities. At the same time waterways are much more than transport corridors. The waterfront is a
shared and climate responsive space where it is good to live, work, enjoy and trade and burst of activities co-exist.

 The network is equipped with fast
mobile broadband coverage;
 Smart sensors support continuous
monitoring and diagnosis and
optimise the rehabilitation and
regeneration of infrastructure and
assets in a life cycle approach;
 The smart infrastructure network is
planned, managed and organised
using open data;
 Inland waterway transport is
sailing paperless and data are
interoperable across transport
modes on a “one record, once only”
basis making inland waterway
transport easy-to-use in synchromodal operations;
 Automated freight and passenger
solutions are user-centric, adaptive
and integrated across modes
through ports while respecting data
privacy and ensuring cybersecurity.

Climate neutral
operations and
supply of clean energy

Supporting a
clean and circular
economy

 All freight ships, from large to small
sail on zero-emission sources/
carriers;
 Clean waterbuses, watertaxis
and cruises enhance sustainable
mobility for people;
 Clean energy & refueling
infrastructure is available and
well accessible at berths along
waterways, in ports and port
facilities;
 New and renewed locks ensure zeroemission lock operations;
 Inland ports produce, store and
supply clean fuels to all modes of
transport;
 The waterway network links up with
energy grids and vessels contribute
to equalise the energy grid;
 Inland ports, floating wind farms
and locks provide renewable energy
to surrounding households and
industry.

 Waterside port areas are ecoindustrial sites and recycling hubs
attracting innovative circular
economy based industry;
 Circular processing ensures that
products and materials are put back
into the chain;
 This creates closed loops facilitated
by water transport solutions;
 Ships are 100% recyclable.

Adapted to
climate change
and preserving
biodiversity
 Integrated water management
ensures reliable navigation, water
supply and protection, habitat and
water quality at the same time;
 Climate-resilient design keeps
waterway transport fit-for-purpose
and protects people and businesses
against floods and droughts;
 Water basins and wetlands store
water to regulate water levels in dry
and high water periods;
 Locks are equipped for efficient use
of water and help to regulate water
levels;
 Estuaries, wetlands, rivers, lakes and
canals host a rich fauna and flora;
 Smart infrastructure such as fish
passes ensure the migration of fishes
upstream and downstream.
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The view of the Mobility Expert

Our plans
We team up with all European waterway authorities and
stakeholders for:
 reliable funding and financing to remove critical
bottlenecks in the waterway network;
 a fit-for-future waterway network adopting a life-cycle
and climate responsive approach;
 digitalisation and automation that makes waterways
safer and easier to use;
 a long-term view and strategy on innovation;
 a better visibility and understanding of inland
waterways’ role in the development of regions and
communities.

Trans-European
infrastructure

Cathy Macharis
Professor Sustainable mobility & logistics at Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Director of research group MOBI - Mobility, Logistics and Automotive
Technology Research Centre
Chairwoman of the Brussels Mobility Commission

Inland waterways is a key masterpiece of the future sustainable mobility system. It
enables to avoid unnecessary kilometers by developing inland and maritime ports into
hubs of circularity. Inland waterways will be the arteries to bring used materials to these
regeneration hubs. Synchro-modality will enable a more flexible way of working by using
real time information in order to act and shift goods to the inland waterways. Anticipation
of new technologies invites the sector to also invest in zero-emission barge technology as
well in connected and automated vessels. But in order to get there we need to accelerate
the transformation by having a policy framework that stimulates the most sustainable
transport options, we need to organise actor involvement so to have everyone stays
on board, we need to adapt our behaviour so that we inspire others and create more
awareness of the possibilities we have on the beautiful canals, lakes and rivers of Europe.
Let’s go for a sustainable transition with a factor 8 and act now!
In order to do so, we have to go back to the core of sustainability: ensure the sustainable
transformation meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their own needs. This means we have to highlight the
(potential) best practices we already see today, check their impact in terms of sustainability
and upscale and transfer them if they are indeed sustainable.

Actor
involvement

Accelerate the
transformation
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Awareness

1

7
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Are you in?

Avoidance

TO DO

CONDITIONS
Alter
behaviour

2

4
Anticipation of
new technologies

3

Act and shift

Moving more by water
Naiades 3 (2021-2027)

The European Commission has released the new Naiades
action programme for the period 2021-2027. It builds upon
the ‘Strategic Inland Waterway Transport agenda for Europe’
recommendations of the Naiades expert implementation
group, initiated by INE and the European Green Deal. It sets
out the lines for infrastructure, the fleet, digitalisation and
people working in the sector to boost decarbonisation,
resilience and modal shift. Modal policies remain essential to
remove inefficiencies as long as they happen in close interplay
with other sector policies. In the face of climate change, it is
important to elaborate coherent measures at the level of the
fleet, logistics, and waterway and port infrastructure and to

accelerate deployment with flexible solutions able to adapt to
changing conditions with the support of digital technology.
Greening the fleet and making it future-proof in financially
challenging times requires a clear roadmap, a comprehensive
policy package and the facilitation of testbeds to learn from, all
embedded in EU energy policy and close cooperation between
public and private stakeholders to boost innovation for fleet
and infrastructure, provide legal certainty and a sustainable
investment climate that reduces commercial risk. In the
transition towards zero-emission, policy can make or break the
greening business case .

Naiades : EU inland waterway transport action programme
2005-2013
© VNF | xxxx

2008-2012

2013-2020
2013-2016

2021-2027
2021-2023

Platina : EU supported coordination action to help implement Naiades

Since the start of
INE, we pleaded for a
comprehensive inland
waterway transport
policy programme,
which resulted in the
1st Naiades programme
in 2005. INE advocated
for its renewal with the
support of the European
Parliament and the
Council of ministers.

© VNF | Françis Cormon
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A new transport strategy

The combined challenges of climate neutrality, digital
transformation and resilience require a readjustment of
European Transport Policy. It is the perfect opportunity to
match climate mitigation and climate adaptation, maximizing
modal shift in a multi-functional environment in the most
sustainable way. INE also recommends to look with more
attention to industrial sectors in transition.
The European Green Deal will guide the agricultural, energy,
chemical, steel and construction sector through a sustainable
and circular transformation. The big volumes involved are well
suited for inland shipping. Construction materials constitute

the largest cargo flow in cities, building and demolition
represent one third of EU waste generation. Shipping them by
water can help keep city roads free while innovation provides
solutions for better adaptive planning and synchro-modality.
INE proposes to map the location of captive industries with
regard to navigable waterways and devise measures which
are instrumental to modal shift and sustainable supply chains
with waterways as backbones for economic development. We
are working together with the inland waterway transport and
port organisations on what is needed for the revision of the
combined transport directive.

PROTECTING
NATURE

INVESTING IN SMARTER,
MORE SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORT
STRIVING
FOR GREENER
INDUSTRY

ELIMINATING
POLLUTION

The European
Green Deal

ENSURING A JUST
TRANSITION FOR ALL

FINANCING
GREEN PROJECTS

INE expects the Commission, together with the Naiades expert
implementation group and the new Platina 3 project, to elaborate and deepen the EU actions so we can develop effective tools
to:
• increase the quality of waterways across borders in synergy
with other water sectors;
• roll out the greening of the refueling infrastructure and fleet
across corridors in synergy with other modes and renewable
energy players;
• avoid a modal silo approach for data sharing and automation but deploy a multi-modal digital transformation of which
inland waterway transport is full part;
• create a rewarding and lifelong learning working environment.

EU Platina 3 project

The Commission has anticipated the publication of the new
Naiades action programme with a dedicated Horizon2020
call. The resulting Platina 3 project gathers a strong group of
waterway transport actors which will work with the Commission
and all stakeholders on the
• integration and digitalisation of waterway transport in view
of modal shift and synchro-modality;
• zero emission, automated & climate resilient fleet;
• skilled workforce anticipating to zero-emission &
automation;
• smart & climate resilient waterway and port infrastructure
with clean energy hubs.
INE advocates the continuity of Platina 3 after the project ends.

EU targets

CLIMATE PACT AND
CLIMATE LAW

LEADING THE
GREEN CHANGE
GLOBALLY

Implementing Naiades 3

PROMOTING
CLEAN ENERGY

MAKING HOMES
ENERGY EFFICIENT

FROM FARM
TO FORK

What is the Smart & Sustainable Mobility Strategy?
 The new EU mobility strategy translates the European
Green Deal into transport policy.
 Another important pillar is digitalisation, it interprets
Digital Europe for mobility and outlines the directions for
the digital transformation.
 With COVID-19, resilience is the third pillar to become
prepared to whatever may come next and be able to
rebound.

2021

 Revision of Urban Mobility Package with better use of
inland waterways into cities
 Proposal for e-Documents for inland crew & vessels

2022

 Revision of RIS directive
 Revision of the combined transport directive

2030

 Automated mobility will be deployed at large scale
 Zero-emission vessels will become ready for market
 Transport by inland waterways & shortsea up by 25%

2050

 Transport by inland waterways & shortsea up by 50%

What is NAIADES and why is it important?
 It is the EU waterway transport policy aiming for
a better use of inland shipping to relieve heavily
congested transport corridors.
 It is the EU action programme to develop waterway
transport. The 1st Naiades programme ran from 2006
until 2013, the 2nd from 2014 until 2020. The 3rd has
just been adopted and runs from 2021 until 2027.
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Fit-for-future waterways

Achieving fit-for-future waterways

Digital network

Physical network

Waterways

Multimodality

Integrating policies

High-quality
network across
borders with
reliable &
predictable fairway
conditions

Well-linked to
other modes
via multimodal nodes
for long and
short distance
transport

A climate resilient
waterfront as top
location for people,
environment,
industry and trade

The waterway
network is smart,
connected
and automated

Plugged into
synchro-modal &
automated
transport systems

Equipped with
fast and secure
mobile data and
integrated in the
EU data ecosystem

Waterway
infrastructure
operates
zero-emission

Corridors are
equipped with
clean onshore power
and refueling
installations

Integrated in the
renewable energy
grid and inland
ports as energy
hubs

Green energy network

© xxx | xxxx
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Trans-European networks made future-proof
The Connecting Europe Facility 2021-2027 is in the starting
blocks and the regulatory framework for the trans-European
networks for transport is under revision. This revision aims
at making cross-border infrastructure networks and the
transport system ready for carbon neutrality, for smart
and connected mobility and boost its resilience. INE has
a clear vision on fit-for-future infrastructure which looks
at three layers physical, digital and green energy to act in
synergy. Resilience should not only relate to the COVID-19

crisis, it means that the transport system should harbour
the flexibility and adaptive capacity to withstand or recover
quickly from difficult conditions or from whatever impact, be
it momentous or progressive change: cyber events, climate
change, pandemics, accidents etc. Infrastructure which
is in essence a long-term asset has to become more agile
to be trustworthy. INE has submitted its proposals to the
Commission, reflecting this different mindset focusing on
synergies to improve performance.

Core Network:
Inland waterways and ports

EU

EU Member States

What are trans-European networks (TENs)
and why are they important?

The importance of synergies

Cross-sectoral waterway infrastructure projects aiming at
achieving co-benefits and synergies do not always easily
fit into sectoral provisions contrary to road and rail. Carried
out in a dynamic, multi-functional water and waterfront
environment and contributing to multiple policy goals of
the European Green Deal, such projects create increased
EU added value. The combination of improving transport
infrastructure, generating clean energy and anticipating to
climate change for instance was heralded as a best practice by
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the Commission but did not fit within the sectoral approach
of funding programmes. This is a missed chance to enhance
the implementation of the Green Deal. While welcoming the
enlarged mission of CINEA, we regret that CEF Digital has
been split off to HADeA. We hope this will not endanger digital
infrastructure projects. INE pleads, with its framework on fitfor-future infrastructure, to abandon silo approaches and
stresses to swiftly enable synergies between EU policies and
funding programmes without administrative burdens.

CEF general envelope
max. co-financing rates in %

What is the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF)
and why is it important?
y CEF is the EU funding instrument to achieve trans-European
networks.

y They aim to establish and develop EU cross-border networks
in the areas of transport, telecommunications and energy,
in order to help develop the EU internal market, reinforce
economic and social cohesion, and ultimately connect
Europe.

Twenty years ago, there were no
inland waterways in the transEuropean networks. INE decided to
progressively push the boundaries
in order to increasingly include more
waterways, which has resulted in more
projects to gradually improve the
quality of the waterway infrastructure
which remains work in progress.

y The EU policy for trans-European for transport (TEN-T)
aims at removing infrastructure bottlenecks by supporting
investments in building new transport infrastructure or
rehabilitating and upgrading the current one, including
waterways, with 9 corridors as backbone.
Core

Comprehensive
Inland Waterways / Completed
Inland Waterways / To be upgraded
Inland Waterways / Planned

Ports

Core
Ports

y CEF Transport will have co-financed projects with a total
budget of 24.05 billion euro in 2014-2020. 5.83% has
been allocated to inland waterways in 2014-2018. CEF
also enables investment in the implementation of new
technologies and innovation, and it supports synergies
between transport, telecommunications and energy, which is
relevant for digitalisation and decarbonisation of transport.
y CEF2 is the successor programme for the period 20212027 with an overall budget of €33.71 billion, including
for transport: €25.81 billion. Maximum co-financing for
waterways is up to 50% for the general envelope, up to 85%
for the cohesion envelope.
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20
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30
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40
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50
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Towards a quality network of waterways

STATUS
CORE NETWORK STATUS
ONGOING
NOT STARTED
BOTTLENECK
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LEGEND
Class IV - VIII
© INE | David Edwards-May

Class I - III

Physical network

Fit

for

Future

Advocated approach for the revision

“

© iStockPhoto | vwalakte

A new direction
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Previous and current TEN-T guidelines were very much
aimed at capacity upgrades and this was in tune with efforts
of waterway authorities to remove bottlenecks and achieving
a swift cross-border network. INE has advocated to attach
as much attention to quality performance upgrades which
safeguard and improve the safety, availability, reliability
and service quality of waterways in a long-term perspective.
Now that more countries are interested in investing in their
waterway infrastructure, coherent criteria are important to
allow the inclusion of all waterways that qualify. Due to the
absence of alternative routes, waterways in third countries
should be duly considered to ensure continuity of transport.
Waterways are also an indispensable asset to relieve
congestion in urban areas with smart multi-modal mobility
and logistics solutions.

Reliability on French-German border

© Loïc Chalmendrier

Located on the French-German border, the Gambsheim locks are key
infrastructure to ensure traffic flows on the Rhine. Their upgrade is a
strategic action supported by the EU to optimise an efficient & sustainable
system for transport navigation. The dredging phase has been carried
out, and the studies related to the other main activities are ongoing.

Reliability & resilience

Reliable trans-European networks are not necessarily
hampered by different hydro-morphological conditions
across navigable waterways. Waterway managers use water
reference levels to set minimum requirements, which are
touchstones for non-deterioration and provide a certain
flexibility. Preserving good navigation status implies a
life cycle and adaptive approach to regenerate existing
infrastructure to future needs and combine this with smart
solutions for preventive maintenance and high service levels.
INE wants to see this way of working enhanced by the new
TEN-T guidelines. Investment will be key to prevent the
deterioration of the waterway network and to improve its
long-term performance, reliability and predictability across
borders, while respecting the applicable environmental law.

Improve navigation conditions in Poland

© State Holding “Polish Waters”

With the aim of improving the navigability scheme in Western Poland,
all six Oder locks on the Gliwice Canal were modernised. In June 2021,
the last two locks (Sławięcice and Nowa Wieś) were opened for users.
Main goal of this project is the improvement of navigable conditions
on the Gliwice Canal to upgrade it to class III.

Topical
Waterways are shared assets and as such diﬀerent from road
and rail infrastructure. Requirements should take account of
the varying hydro-morphological conditions across Europe
as well as environmental legislation;
Targeted
The core network contains the waterways of highest strategic
importance but entertains strong functional interrelations
with a ground layer of waterways. To achieve the modal shift
goal of the European Green Deal, the option of a comprehensive network as complementary ground layer to multi-modal
connections is recommended to improve accessibility and
reduce congestion in and between urban nodes.

TEN-T has a catalyst role to maintain and
create quality infrastructure and services

Climate change policy

Extreme floods and dry periods are nothing new in the history
of climatology. What is new is the impact of human made
global warming playing out on top of these dynamic climate
patterns. Infrastructure is typically designed to last for about
50–70 years, while the reliability and resilience of inland
waterways and waterway transport vulnerable to climate
change require increasingly flexible measures, synergies and
smart adaptive approaches to improve performance, rather
than blueprints and silo thinking. No river or even river stretch
is the same. Agility and adaptive capacity is not a shift to shorttermism. Permanent learning, monitoring and evaluation are
embedded in long-term thinking in line with the EU Green
Deal objectives. Carrying out projects in a dynamic, multifunctional water and waterfront environment, waterway
managers continue to learn from waterways to design and
test solutions in cooperation with large groups of experts
and stakeholders that optimally combine climate change
mitigation and adaptation.

Navigation in Sweden

© CMT group | Garmin int’l

The Södertälje lock, including connecting fairways, will be enlarged
to handle vessels up to 160x23x7 and the Trollhättan locks will be
enlarged to handle vessels up to 110x16,5x5,3.Sweden also welcomes
its first inland container service between Stockholm Norvik port and
Västerås.

“

Trans-European
A loaded ship must be able under normal circumstances
to undertake its journey from A to B across borders without (partially) unloading due to bottlenecks. Therefore,
minimum requirements for infrastructure & services (hard
& soft components) should apply on the core network and
be covered by non-deterioration and protection principles.
Exceeding requirements can be agreed in the core network
corridors without jeopardising cross-corridor continuity;
Transparent
Minimum requirements should be objective and measurable. Member States should keep users informed on the status and report on the navigability status and the eﬀorts to
maintain and improve quality performance;

Green taxonomy enabling
sustainable transition

It is absolutely fundamental to direct investments towards
sustainable projects and activities to achieve the EU’s
climate and reach the Green Deal objectives. By classifying
environmentally sustainable economic activities and providing
criteria to what they should respond to, the EU taxonomy can
enable the scale-up of sustainable investments. In the field
of inland waterways, it is an opportunity to combine climate
mitigation and adaptation, modal shift and environmental
sustainability. INE has underlined two elements in the
discussion on the delegated acts. First, a level playing field
should be ensured between rail and waterway infrastructure
with regard to the scope of eligible activities. Secondly, the cobenefits realised by multi-functional waterway projects should
be better recognised. Their integrated approach does not only
seek to enable and increase sustainable waterway transport,
but also to ensure sound and safe water management, to
protect and restore nature and foster regional development.

More Archimedes’ screws

© SPW-Mobilité & Infrastructures

By renewing pumping stations of three lock sites on the CharleroiBrussels Canal and modernising the electromechanics, the Walloon
government secures the water supply of the canal and enables the
doubling of locks (class VI) next. The projects are part of Seine-Scheldt
project.
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Digital network

Fit

for

Future

No digital transformation without supporting infrastructure
When talking about digital, we think first of about information
and data as vital components. This infostructure however
falls flat without an underlying reliable infrastructure such
as fast mobile broadband coverage, multi-modal hubs,
efficient automated transshipment, automated and smart
infrastructure (remote control), new concepts of carriers
(green, small, autonomous, different and new cargos types)
and performant communication technologies. We need
to invest in a reliable and smart interplay for the system to

© iStockPhoto | MF3d
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Digital transformation

At the service of the Green Deal

Digitalisation is about applying technology into the existing
business and takes place in a decentralised landscape with a
broad variety of players (transport modes, logistics and mobility,
other sectors, public and private entities, global, European and
local actors etc.). INE applauds the Commission’s preparation
work to revise the River Information Services Directive aiming
to correct the current shortcomings in the implementation and
prepare for the future. INE and its members actively contribute
to the Digital Transport Logistics Forum (DTLF). We consider
strong coordination between the activities on electronic freight
information and corridor information systems indispensable.
In preparation of the implementation of the electronic Freight
Transport Information Regulation, we also provide proposals
on how to take into account RIS standards and functional
specifications in the eFTI data model to avoid additional
administrative burdens for users. In cooperation with the Inland
Waterway Transport Platform, INE organised two information
workshops about digitalisation and eFTI in relation to inland
waterway transport.

If we want to achieve the European Green Deal goals, we
need a digital transformation, meaning doing things in a
new, digital way so we create powerful tools to support
cross-cutting change. This requires a common framework to
make sure the digital transformation serves long-term goals
benefiting society with shared definitions, common standards
and goals for all transport modes and connecting to other
sectors instead of continuing to work in silos. The creation
of the European Mobility Data Space is essential without
forgetting the connection to other European data spaces.

The digital inland waterway
pathway in the last 20 years

Track & tracing for small players

“

“

be able to adapt to varying situations taking into account
multiple variables. An intelligent system allows optimisation
of traffic management and network decisions based on
different sets of data, for instance related to infrastructure,
logistics, traffic, meteorology and hydromorphology in the
case of waterways. Physical objects will be mirrored by digital
twins that capture data from diﬀerent ecosystems by means
of artificial intelligence clearing the way for progressive
automation.

Modal shift will be boosted by a multi-modal
approach to the digital transformation

Common multi-modal framework for digitalisation
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Automation of ships
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Digitalisation roadmap

2002-2005

 COMPRIS (Consortium Operational Management Platform River Information Services)

2005

 River Information Services Framework Directive

2006-2014

 Iris Europe, Iris Europe II, Iris Europe 3 (implementation)

2014-...

 CoVadem (Cooperative channel depth measuring)

2014-2015

 CoRISMa (RIS-enabled Corridor Management)

2016-2020

 RIS COMEX (River Information Services Corridor Management Execution)

2017-2020

 ST4W (Smart Tracking data network for inland waterway transport)

2019-2022

 DIWA (Masterplan Digitalisation of Inland Waterways)

2019-2022

 AUTOSHIP (Autonomous Shipping Initiative for European Waters)

© SPW | P. Moens

Smart Track 4 Waterway proposes a management solution for
shipment by inland waterway transport, providing to small
stakeholders a simpler and cheaper access to secure data, and
enabling them to share a hierarchical track & trace service of
shipment at logistics unit level : what pallet in what vessel ?

© Kongsberg.com

The Autoship project aims at speeding-up the transition towards a next
generation of sea and inland waterway autonomous ships covering the
entire value chain. The use cases should advance common standards
to enable commercial applications of the technology behind the next
generation of autonomous ships by end 2023.

© DIWA

Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands embarked on a joint
project to create a Masterplan Digitalisation of Inland Waterways,
(DIWA) a joint, uniform and integral digitalisation strategy for IWT
for the period from 2022 until 2032

Green energy network

Fit

for

Future

Green energy transport value chain

Avoiding technology lock-in
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When preparing the alternative fuel infrastructure currently
in force, LNG was hailed as the green alternative fuel for
inland waterway transport. In order to help reduce CO2
emission and air pollution, the directive prescribed that
Member States deploy an appropriate number of LNG
refuelling points in seaports by end 2025 and in inland ports
by end 2030. Implementation support was made possible
via the Connecting Europe Facility. However, the business
case for LNG and the well-to-wheel efficiency turned out
unfavourable in the case of inland waterway transport. In the
meantime, new options for clean propulsion of ships emerge
and are being tested. A supportive policy framework for clean
propulsion and progressive no-regret measures are helpful to
keep investment risk under control.

Corridors are well placed to help integrate industrial, transport
and energy policy across sectors and corridors

Synergies across modes & sectors

Legislation in revision

Rebooting the energy use by transport requires deep
synergies among modes with the EU energy policy and TEN-E
to effectively connect with our evolving clean energy system
and networks. We hope that the bundled activities under
the new executive agency CINEA will enable this. Crosssector cooperation is crucial to accelerate the transition by
improving the business case. Integrating waterway transport
from the start in the developing value chains for renewables
from production to end user presents the double advantage.
A relatively small sector will definitely benefit from the scale
effects. In addition, its potential as large volume carrier for
renewables can be harnessed .In this respect, INE applauds
the message in the Sustainable and Smart Mobility Strategy
envisioning inland and sea ports as ideal clean energy hubs
for integrated electricity systems, hydrogen and other lowcarbon fuels, and testbeds for waste reuse and the circular
economy. This will help to turn inland ports into centrepieces
for multi-modal refueling in urban and industrial areas,
creating scale for goal-based, flexible and adaptive solutions.

The lesson of LNG shows that rather than betting on one
technology, goal-based regulation is a better guarantee to
achieve the Green Deal objectives in a period of uncertainty.
Inland shipping will require a heterogeneous alternative
energy mix in order to achieve reductions in greenhouse
gas emission and pollutants in the medium term, and
reaching full zero-emissions in the long term. The availability
and feasibility will depend on supply markets and policy
incentives. INE proposes to reflect this in the upcoming
legislation for alternative refuelling infrastructure and
the trans-European networks in order to avoid dead-end
investments.

“

“

© Shutterstock | Aerovista Luchtfotografie

The advantage of corridors

Making clean on-shore power and refueling infrastructure
available along waterways requires a network approach.
This is more cost-effective and lowers the investment
threshold in comparison to individual modal installations.
The European corridors would be a suitable instrument to
undertake coordinated planning in and between corridors,
while avoiding any regional divergences in fuel availability.
European coordinators are well placed to help integrate
industrial, transport and energy policy across sectors,
regions and borders to shape smart multi-modal transport
and energy corridors.

Green Hydrogen @ Blue Danube

Towards zero-emission with batteries

© Sendo Shipping

The hybrid vessel Sendo liner can sail on both diesel and battery. This
retrofit diesel-electric ship with battery pack is conceived in such a way
it can gradually evolve towards zero-emission thanks to a modular
platform.

Objective: Creating a pan-Euro pean supply chain for the large-scale production
of green hydrogen in the Danube region to enable the deep decarbonization of

emitting industries
and thus contribute
European and national
climate target
Supply
chain
for togreen
hydrogen

CO 2

s

© Verbund

Next to the Rhine H2 corridor, an IPCEI Green Hydrogen @ Blue
Danube is underway to build a supply chain for green hydrogen along
the Danube river where H2 will be supplied by ships to complement
pipelines on best cost ration and ease of implementation.

On shore power supply

© SPIE

To enable a single shore power system for inland shipping, the Ports
of Antwerp, Rotterdam & Amsterdam, North Sea Port Netherlands,
Drechtsteden and De Vlaamse Waterweg work together to support
the development of shore power for inland shipping and river
cruising and make it as user-friendly and reliable as possible.

Wind farms along waterway

© Sofico

Making good use of the waterway infrastructure network, four
2.35 MW wind turbines were installed along the Canal du Centre in
Wallonia. This represents the equivalent of energy consumption of
about 5,200 households.
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About inland waterways

Total length of infrastructure in km (2018)

Modal split (2019)

250000

6.1%

200000

17.6%

150000

100000

76.3%

Rail

50000

Motorways
Inland waterway

200,584

0

73,840

41,253

cereals
fruit
recyclables

1 ship
=
120
trucks

Share waterways transport in cross-border
freight flows (2018)

medicine

1 ship
=
5km of
traffic jam

cars

building
material
renewables
clothing

1 vessel transports
hydrogen sufficient
for 25,000 cars to
drive 500km each

Modal share of inland navigation by country
(2019)

54%
38%

35%

42.7

14%

smartphones

31.8
28.1

© INE | IWTP| ESO | EFIP | EBU
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11.4

RHINE-ALP
CORRIDOR

Impact of COVID 19
The global economy took a massive knock in 2020 with the
biggest annual drop since the second world war further to
the pandemic. Real GDP contracted by 6 % in the EU in 2020,
which is a stronger contraction than during the financial crisis
in 2009 (-4 %). This had an unavoidable impact on transport
by water. In the first three quarters of 2020, transport
performance on inland waterways in the EU dropped by
8.1%, compared to the same period in 2019. Germany
recorded a decrease of 11.9% and the Netherlands of 6.8%. In
the Danube countries, transport performance was 9% lower.
On most waterways, freight traffic rebounded, but passenger
transport plummeted everywhere due to travel restrictions.
River cruises saw a reduction of passengers by 90-95%

Shipped commodities in 2020

Cross-border traffic makes up for 53% of all IWT transport
in the EU, and is particularly important between the
Netherlands, Belgium and Germany, especially due to
commodities transport from Dutch and Belgian seaports to
Germany. Rhine countries account for 84% of total inland
waterway transport performance in the EU-27, the volume
of goods transported on the traditional Rhine decreased by
8.4%, compared to 18.3 % in 2009, which shows the resilience
of inland shipping. The biggest drop occurred in the coal
market which has a declining trend. An increase by 10.7% was
recorded in agricultural products. The resilience of waterway
transport during the pandemic is also revealed by stable
transhipment volumes or a slight decrease in large European
seaports whose hinterland is intensively linked to the Rhine
region.

The figures for the Danube-Black Sea Canal giving an
indication for the Lower Danube region show a loss of only
5% in the first three quarters. The Middle Danube registered
in the first nine months a decrease in the market segments
related to the production of steel, while the transport volumes
of agricultural products more than tripled. The below average
fairway conditions in the first half of the year and the impact
of the pandemic resulted for 2020 on the Austrian Danube to a
decline in the volume of goods transported by 3.1%. Slovakia
saw almost an increase of 6% in the goods transhipped in its
public ports.
In Northern Belgium, the decrease in traffic volumes was
limited to 1.65%. The Albert canal even recorded in 2020 an
increase of 3.67% and container traffic rose by 10% in TEU in
Flanders. In Southern Belgium, inland waterway traffic dipped
by 15%. A comparable drop occurred on the Mosel, mainly
due to the phasing out of coal. After an increase in shipped
volumes by 10% in 2019, inland waterway transport returned
to the level of 2018 in France. In other words, the COVID-19
impact was relative, agricultural products compensated for
the decline of building materials during the first lockdown.
Italy and Portugal only experienced a marginal impact on
traffic.

This overview was realised with the kind support of
the Central Commission for the Navigation of the Rhine

NORTH-SEAMED
CORRIDOR

NORTHSEA-BALTIC
CORRIDOR

40,000km

congestion free network

BE

53% of traffic
is cross-border

For freight transport, the outlook overall points to recovery
in 2021-2024, due to an expected increase of industrial
production in the main source markets of inland waterway
transport. However, the economic activity is expected to
remain below end-of-2019 levels into 2022.
The outlook for passenger transport in 2021 and beyond
depends on the scenarios ranging from maintaining
restrictions until a complete lifting of quarantine rules in
all countries. Even in a positive case, the pandemic may
continue to affect inland navigation cruises and day trips due
to risk aversion by major oversea clients.
© BOKU - IWA
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DE

FR

6.5

5.2

2.4

Outlook for 2021

Sources: INE members, Eurostat and CCNR
Detailed figures available on ww.inland-navigation-market.org.
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520m tonnes
shipped every year
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Members
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KONINKLIJKE

BLN-SCHUTTEVAER

Administração dos Portos do Douro, Leixões e Viana do Castelo
Av. Sacadura Cabral - Godim
PT – 5050-071 Peso da Régua, Portugal
+351 254 320 020
http://douro.apdl.pt

Ministerstwo Infrastrukturyj
ul. Nowy Świat 6/12
PL – 00-400 Warszawa, Poland
+48 22 583 86 60
www.mgm.gov.pl

Administratia Fluviala a Dunarii de Jos (AFDJ)
Strada Portului 32
RO – 800025 Galați, Romania
+40 236 460 812
www.afdj.ro

Ministerstvo dopravy a výstavby Slovenskej republiky
Námestie slobody č. 6, PO box 9
SK – 810 05 Bratislava, Slovakia
+421 259 494 702
www.mindop.sk

Agenzia Interregionale per il fiume Po
Via Garibaldi 75
IT – 43121 Parma, Italy
+39 0521 7971
www.agenziapo.it

Service public de Wallonie

De Vlaamse Waterweg nv
Havenstraat 44
BE – 3500 Hasselt, Belgium
+32 11 29 84 00
www.vlaamsewaterweg.be

Trafikverket
Swedish Transport Administration
Röda Vägen 1
SE - 781 89 Borlänge, Sweden
+46 771-921 921
www.trafikverket.se

Koninklijke BLN-Schuttevaer
Scheepmakerij 320
NL – 3331 MC Zwijndrecht, Netherlands
+31 78 7820565
www.bln.nl

via donau
Österreichische Wasserstraßen-Gesellschaft mbH
Donau-City-Straße 1
AT – 1220 Wien, Austria
+43 50 4321 1000
www.viadonau.org

Ministarstvo građevinarstva, saobraćaja i infrastrukture
Directorate for Inland Waterways (Plovput)
Francuska 9
RS - 11000 Belgrade, Republic of Serbia
+381 11 30 29 800
www.plovput.rs

Vlaamse overheid
Departement Mobiliteit en Openbare Werken
Koning Albert II laan 20
BE – 1000 Brussels, Belgium
+32 2 553 6251
www.mow.vlaanderen.be

Ministère de la Mobilité et des Travaux Publics
Bâtiment Alcide de Gasperi
LU – 2938 Luxembourg, Luxembourg
+352 247 84957
www.mt.public.lu

Voies Navigables de France
175 rue Ludovic Boutleux
FR – 62408 Béthune, France
+33 3 21 63 24 50
www.vnf.fr

Mobilité et Infrastructures - Transport et Intermodalité des marchandises

Rue Forgeur 2
BE – 4000 Liège, Belgium
+32 4 220 87 50
www.voies-hydrauliques.wallonie.be

Corresponding Members
Haven Brussel – Port Bruxelles (Belgium)
Kammerunion Elbe/Oder (Germany)
RSOE - Rádiós Segélyhívó és Infokommunikációs Országos Egyesület (Hungary)
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Our team
Board of Directors (2021)
Members
Pim Bonne, Vlaamse Overheid - Departement Mobiliteit en Openbare Werken (Belgium) - President
Sorin Creţu, Administratia Fluviala a Dunarii de Jos (Romania)
Marc Delaude, Service public de Wallonie (Belgium)
Björn Garberg, Trafikverket (Sweden)
Perrine Lavelle, Voies navigables de France (France) - Secretary
Vasco Mendes da Silva, Administração dos Portos do Douro, Leixões e Viana do Castelo (Portugal)
Ljubiša Mihajlović, Plovput (Serbia)
Jozef Moravčík, Ministerstvo dopravy a výstavby (Slovakia)
Marcello Moretti, Agenzia Interregionale per il Fiume Po (Italy)
Gert-Jan Muilerman, via donau (Austria) - Vice-President
Monika Niemiec-Butryn, Ministerstwo Infrastruktury (Poland)
Max Nilles, Ministère de la Mobilité et Travaux Publics (Luxembourg)
Erik Schultz, Koninklijke BLN-Schuttevaer (Netherlands) - Treasurer
Dominique Van Hecke, De Vlaamse Waterweg nv (Belgium)
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Alternate members
Andreas Bäck, via donau (Austria)
Pia Berglund, Trafikverket (Sweden)
Nadège Dewalque, De Vlaamse Waterweg nv (Belgium)
Tomasz Kocoń, Ministerstwo Infrastruktury (Poland)
Šimon Laurenčík, Ministerstvo dopravy a výstavby (Slovakia)
Sara Marqués, Administração dos Portos do Douro, Leixões e Viana do Castelo (Portugal)
Luigi Mille, Agenzia Interregionale per il Fiume Po (Italy)
Ivan Mitrović, Plovput (Serbia)
Pascal Moens, Service public de Wallonie (Belgium)
Lionel Rouillon, Voies navigables de France (France)
Kevin Schroeder, Ministère Mobilité et Travaux Publics (Luxembourg)
Romeo Soare, Administratia Fluviala a Dunarii de Jos (Romania)
Sim Turf, Vlaamse Overheid - Departement Mobiliteit en Openbare Werken (Belgium)

Brussels’ Office
Karin De Schepper
general management & public affairs
Caroline van de Leur
office & communications management
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EUROPE

Our mission

Inland waterway authorities within INE manage and develop navigable waterways into
a strong network to contribute to the welfare and wellbeing of Europe.

More and better transport by water
With annual congestion costs exceeding 100 billion euro and carbon emissions in transport
growing, making transport by water clean and easy-to-use for goods and people is a top priority. We actively work towards optimising the waterway network into a seamless link in an
all-in-one multi-modal network, so customers can make the optimal mobility and logistics
choice. By investing in innovation, we provide space to entrepreneurship on and along the
water, be it for new transport concepts, circular economy, smart technology or clean energy.

Going beyond transport
Waterways determine and give character to our landscapes. Waterway authorities are fully
committed to the multi-functionality of our waterways. We invest in flood protection &
drought management, and also offer solutions for shipping and water supply in the event
of water shortages. We produce energy from hydropower at locks, offer space for recreation
and tourism and constantly focus on increasing the quality of the environment.

Our vision

Climate change ready waterways
Expansion of existing land infrastructure is challenging and expensive to meet increasing
demand for public transport and city logistics. For centuries, rivers and canals have been
arteries for trade and commerce, connecting ports with inland centres of industry, agriculture and consumption. Clean and smart inland shipping decreases costly congestion in and
around cities. At the same time waterways are much more than transport corridors. The
waterfront is a shared and climate responsive space where it is good to live, work, enjoy and
trade and where burst of activities co-exist.

Inland Navigation Europe
Koning Albert II-laan 20, Office 9G40 | B - 1000 Brussels, Belgium
T +32 2 553 62 70 | info@inlandnavigation.eu | www.inlandnavigation.eu
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